
My political asylum claim in Poland is rejected because I am from Slovenia

http://docdro.id/TkD97VW or https://bit.ly/2wUsCB7

Please help me out. 

Thank you

Sincerely yours & signed
Bostjan Avsec

Explanation(appeal / odwolanie):

On September 5th of 2018, I have received decision about my application for political 

asylum in Poland as unacceptable since Slovenia of which citizen I am is EU member 

state just as Poland is. 

Time frame 14 days to move out of immigration facility was also specified on document(its 

why I am asking you to act per ASAP/immediately) while being relocated(on same day) 

from suburbs of Warszaw(plenty legal aid available) to remote(1.5 hour from nearest town) 

location situated near city Lodz known as Grotniki.

Decision was submitted to me in form of letter from what appears to be Polish Immigration 

Department and was/is in Polish language(I have difficulty to understand one since am 

new in Poland and irrational decision itself in respect to my case 1s not exacly stimulating 

message to me in terms of welcome to Poland...irrational also because no agency have 

responded so far to me with willingness to assist in this matter even that numerous were 

already contacted – my enthusiasm to learn Polish language is as a result temporary lost 

therefore – DO YOU REALIZE THAT WHAT I AM GOING THROUGH I HAVE ALREADY 

GONE THROUGH IN UKRAINE 2017, BELARUS 2017, HUNGARY 2017, CANADA 2009, 

NORWAY 2010, SWEDEN 2010, GERMANY 2009, AND SO ON...I think in their versions 

of “been there done that”, they know it all on how it works and at the same time less than 

nothing when it comes to reality).

Letter was submitted to me personally by receptionist at Debak's reception center(near 

Warsaw) who also stated me the reason for rejection of application as is explained above.

https://bit.ly/2wUsCB7
http://docdro.id/TkD97VW


I am asking you for assistance in this matter because:

1) EU law in respect to safety of refugees which are EU citizens is totally illegal and 

IDIOTIC(PROVOKES ISSUES OF SANITY WHICH MEANS ONE IS ALSO INSANE) - its 

like saying that there is no government and other crime on territory of EU that takes place 

against its citizens because its a territory of EU. 

Furthermore, I am practically of Polish origins(native Slovenian is just like Slovak, Czech 

or Pole a member of Western group of Slavs) – therefore, should German laws decide 

about our faith now when we are inside of the European Union !!????

Our faith in Slovenia doesn't concern Polish people !!???

2) Polish politic alone was involved in my case for which claim I have physical proofs and 

have already submitted one to ICC(International Criminal Court).

Proofs concerning Polish involvement in my case can be seen right here:

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-1-of-2-pruszkow-city-14-years.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-2-pruszkow-14-years-after-mkultra.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/my-mossad-and-kgb-roommates-in-debak.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/3-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-another-proof-about-mkultra-in.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-another-proof-about-mkultra-in.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/3-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-3-zakopane-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/my-mossad-and-kgb-roommates-in-debak.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/2-of-2-pruszkow-14-years-after-mkultra.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/video-1-of-2-pruszkow-city-14-years.html


http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/another-proof-of-mkultra-between-2004.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-2-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/2-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-3-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/proof-about-my-recognizing-security.html

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-there-was-no-immigration-center.html

3) Poland alone is under attack just as is Ukraine - I was tortured severely in 

Slovenia(several assassination attempts took place) for the sake of new Yugoslavia(great 

Serbia).

Same as Rusia is trying to do with Ukraine for the sake of new USSR is what Serbia is 

doing with Slovenia for the sake of new Yugoslavia.

4) I don't have any other place to go other than Poland - my case involves involvement 

against me by multiple governments on global level...I had no more than 18 grosh left 

entire for entire month of August and have received on fifth of September 200 Zloty for 

clothing and other necessities(am left now with almost nothing as I write this to 

you)...meaning I have no money for attorney or translators and not even for much needed 

physical examination.

Please help me with this matter in Poland.

http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-there-was-no-immigration-center.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/proof-about-my-recognizing-security.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/i-recognized-even-employee-in-random.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/video-3-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/09/2-of-3-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/1-of-2-nowy-targ-poland-14-years-after.html
http://ausertimes.blogspot.com/2018/08/another-proof-of-mkultra-between-2004.html


I am almost 47 years old and without family of my own because of case as described 

above.

Thank you for your help.

Bostjan Avsec

MY CASE(the worst proven case in the history of human kind) CAN 

BE SEEN AT https://goo.gl/ZzLD89

Attached are documents which I received in Polish language on September 5th, 2018 

as well as my Polish ID issued by Polish Immigration for easier identification. 














